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Dear Professor Stephen King, Ms Jo Watson and Mr Bill Scott 

I concur with the sentiments of the Chemist Warehouse Group submission. The very notion that as an 

operator of a discount pharmacy we are generalized as giving a lower level of service compared to 

traditional pharmacy disgusts me. It is with pride that every day I lead my pharmacy team to extract best 

possible health outcomes for the community of Craigieburn, and this is reflected in the loyalty of our 

patient base, and the extensiveness of the distance travelled to be treated by my team. I am routinely 

asked by colleagues within my profession how do I deal with the lower level of care, my response always 

is that a caring pharmacist will always care regardless of the setting, and a terrible pharmacist will 

always be a terrible pharmacist regardless of the setting. Whether or not I was discounting or not, I 

would demand the best patient care from my pharmacists.   

Undoubtedly  we stock many medicines that help the ailments of our patients. We also stock a 

multitude of items that have little to no evidence to show their benefit. However the benefit of placebos 

have considerably evidence to show that patients can extract benefit. Whether it be a bandaid or the 

latest vitamin, patients should have the right to purchase the product a pharmacy setting, with the 

professional advice on hand to prevent medical mishap. Recently I had a patient who purchased aspirin 

from her local supermarket for a migraine. Unfortunately this aggrevated her reflux condition as the 

checkout operator didn’t highlight the potential issue of aspirin irritating her stomach lining – however 

in the pharmacy setting this could have been avoided with professional staff on hand. 

The current location rules have hampered my ability to service nearby locations which are not 

sufficiently serviced. Currently I have a large customer base travelling from the neighbouring suburb of 

Roxburgh Park. There is a clear demand for an additional pharmacy in Roxburgh Park, however the 

growing population of 20,000 plus are only serviced by one pharmacy. Similar scenarios can be seen in 

other surrounding suburbs of Wallan and Kilmore too.  

Please consider the submission of the Chemist Warehouse Group highly relevant to not only myself, but 

more importantly the citizens of Australia.  

Thankyou 

Eugene 
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